> Smart Workplace
The New Way of Working, with
improved efficiency, lower costs and a
pleasant working environment.

Flexible workplaces
> The way in which we work is becoming increasingly flexible. This is
hardly surprising, considering how many studies reveal that by reducing the number of workplaces from 1 to 0.7 per person, companies
can save tens of thousands of euros. In many countries, managers
increasingly seize this opportunity to cut costs, however, such a
switch to more flexibility is a complex process. Smart Workplace offers support before, during and after this transition, providing clear
data and information. Simple, user friendly and effective.
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Who, what and where
> The Office Signs module with its digital room signs provides
information on who is working at a particular workplace or in a
particular room at any given moment. This information can be
imported directly from your existing IT systems via an adapter.
Office Signs also offers staff the possibility of displaying additional information for visitors, and of creating a personal look for
their workplace using text or photos.
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What Smart Workplace offers you
> Professional, user-friendly flexible working

> Higher level of hospitality

> Continuous, discreet occupancy rate monitoring > Lower CO2 footprint
> More efficient office design

> Time saving for staff

> Short-term savings thanks to dynamic facility management
> Fact-based decisions will lead to long-term savings
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> Workplace Finders
> Welcome Displays
> Office Signs
> Information Displays
> Workplace Sensors
> Room Sensors
> Radio Gateways
> Server
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Also for you
> Smart Workplace will enable you to improve the user friendliness and efficiency of your building and easily reduce operating costs. Smart Workplace
is an investment that will be recouped very quickly thanks to optimum use
of the available work space and possible savings in relation to office floor
space and design, maintenance and operating costs. This concept is ideally
suited for (further) improving the flexibility of offices. Using Smart Workplace
will also make it very easy for you to meet your employees’ need for their flex
workplace to reflect their own identity.

Smart Meetings en Smart Hospitality
> Smart Workplace is a very user-friendly concept. Would you like to further optimise your
organisation’s levels of hospitality and professionalism? Smart Workplace can easily be extended with one of our other concepts: Smart Meetings and Smart Hospitality. Ask us about
the possible options or visit our website: www.smartsigns.nl for more information.

The functionalities
Continuous monitoring of the use of space
Continuous monitoring of workplace occupancy
Up-to-date overview of occupancy rates using real-time floor plans

Smart Signs Solutions bv

Interactive statistical analysis
Adaptable, modular system Integration with planning tool
Integration with existing planning tools
All components in own corporate house style
Also available for temporary use
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